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Which team ruled the Lopez Group
Palaro? Find out on page 10!

LAA is ‘unprecedented’ this year
IT was “hashtag #Unprecedented” as singular feats took their turn in the spotlight during the Lopez Achievement Awards (LAA) awarding ceremonies, one of the biggest and
most significant occasions in the Lopez Group.
Turn to page 6

The Proscenium
Residences
unveiled …page 2

‘CharDawn’
reunites in
‘You’re My Home’…page 4

Dressing
up for the
holidays…page 12
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At the Lopez Group econ-poli brief ing

PH to continue on
positive trajectory
aligned in the Philippines,
leading to better governance
and the absence of polarization in society.
Nonetheless, Herrera-Lim
underscored some risks on
the horizon such as the slow
implementation of infrastructure projects and the need for
key reforms to continue despite
the transition to a new leadership. The Philippines will elect
a new president in May 2016.
He also said the country must
work on policy consistency,
especially when judicial and
regulatory processes are involved.
ASEAN economic integration will also highlight crosscountry issues such as health,

environment, aging and social
safety nets.
“We must anticipate demographic, migration shifts and a
political demand for quality of
life issues. Inequality is polarizing, therefore people must
work to make success or progress accessible to all,” he said.
Among emerging markets,
the Philippines, Vietnam and
India are expected to weather
the end of credit-fueled growth
better than others.
Herrera-Lim has been
covering political and business risk in the Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Singapore, Cambodia, Myanmar and Laos since
2002. (Carla Paras-Sison)

Puno is new FPH president
FRANCIS Giles Puno was
named president and chief operating officer (COO) of First
Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH) effective October 1,
2015. He takes over from Elpidio
Ibañez, who has been at the helm
of the company since 1994.
Prior to his appointment as
president, Puno served as director and later executive vice
president, treasurer and chief
finance officer (CFO) of FPH.
He is concurrently president

and COO of First Gen Corporation. He also serves on the
board of Rockwell Land Corporation, Energy Development
Corporation, First Balfour
Inc., First Philippine Electric
Corporation and First Philippine Industrial Park Inc.
Meanwhile, taking the place
of Puno as senior vice president,
treasurer and CFO of FPH effective October 1 was First Gen
treasurer and CFO Emmanuel
Antonio Singson.

ing financial reporting and
various year-end audit matters.
The welcome remarks were
given by Salvador G. Tirona,
president, chief operating officer and chief finance officer of
Lopez Holdings Corporation.
The seminar was hosted by JeiJei Gertes of Third Generation
Holdings Corporation.
The whole-day session was
conducted by SGV & Co.
Speakers were SGV & Co.
partners Vivian Cruz-Ruiz,
Josephine Adrienne Abarca,
Noel Rabaja, Benjamin Villacorte, Christine Vallejo, Atty.
Reynante Marcelo and Editha
Estacio. During the break,
through the courtesy of ABS-

CBN, the group joined the
hosts of noontime program
“It’s Showtime” in the “Singing
Mo ‘To” segment.
Meanwhile, the LGCC
will hold its annual general
assembly at the ELJCC on
December 11, 2015. In this
conference, the Lopez Group
accountants will be updated
on current developments outside accounting and financial
reporting with the view of
assisting them in their personal development. This event
will coincide with the LGCC
Christmas party which aims
to foster fellowship and camaraderie among the members.
(Jei-Jei Gertes)

Dispatch from Japan



AMML awards winners in ‘Japan through
Diplomats’ Eyes’ exhibit

‘Philippine Native Trees 202’ book launch Lopez Group Foundation Inc. (LGFI), Green

Convergence and Hortica Filipina Foundation Inc. recently launched “Philippine Native Trees 202: Up Close and
Personal” (PNT 202), a showcase of 123 native trees written by botanical aficionados. The book is a follow-up to
“Philippine Native Trees 101” released in August 2012 alongside “Rafflesia of the Philippines” and “Generations.”
Like its predecessor, PNT 202 includes botanical and technical information as well as poems and anecdotes on
Philippine native trees. Photo shows LGFI chairman Oscar M. Lopez (center) with (l-r) Hortica Filipina managing
director Imelda Sarmiento, contributing writers Alexandra Ma. Beatrice Lopez, Linnae Marie Flores Co, Alejandro
Agustines and Xavier Agustines, and Green Convergence president Dr. Angelina Galang

AMBASSADOR Manuel M.
Lopez (AMML), chair of the
executive committee of the
“Japan through Diplomats’
Eyes 2015” photo exhibition,
joined Princess Takamado,
honorary president of “Japan
through Diplomats’ Eyes,”
in awarding the winners of
this year’s photo exhibition in
Roppongi Hills Café/Space.
The exhibition was first held
in 1998 to promote cross-cultural understanding through

photography. Every year, diplomats are encouraged to explore
and take photographs to get
to know Japan and its people
better. The photographs are
displayed in Tokyo and other
cities, providing the Japanese
a chance to see their country
from a different perspective.
This year’s photo exhibition, with the theme of “Hidden Japan 2015—Through
Diplomats’ Eyes”, featured
photo entries from a record

number of 67 participants
representing 43 countries.
Princess Takamado presented the Prince Takamado
Memorial Prize to Attila
Erdos, minister counsellor
of the embassy of Hungary,
while AMML presented the
grand prize to Amb. Farukh
Amil of Pakistan.
AMML also presented the
prizes to five individuals who received the jury special mention.
(Source: tokyo.philembassy.net)

The fine art of living at The Proscenium Residences
ROCKWELL Land has unveiled The Proscenium Residences, the fifth and last tower
within its latest master-planned
development The Proscenium.
The Proscenium Residences is a tower of 59 floors
designed by Carlos Ott, whose
architectural creations already
dot the skylines of Paris,
Toronto, Dubai, Florida and
many other world capitals. Its
two-leaf design hews to Ott’s
vision that The Proscenium’s
design will be unlike that of
any existing Rockwell Land
building.
Currently, the sales
performance of the first
four
towers—Kirov,
Sakura, Lincoln and
Lorra ine —indicates
confidence in the development and all that it promises.

Comptrollers’ Circle conducts
seminars on accounting,
tax and SEC updates
FOR 16 years now, the Lopez
Group Comptrollers’ Circle
(LGCC) has held an annual
seminar on Philippine financial
reporting standards, taxation
and various regulatory updates.
This year’s event was held
on October 22, 2015 at the
ELJ Communications Center
(ELJCC) courtesy of Aldrin
Cerrado, chief financial officer
of ABS-CBN. In attendance
were LGCC’s more than 170
members.
The technical updates
presented issues and concerns
in accounting, and the most
recent regulations in tax and
Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) concern-
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ROBERTO
Herrera-Lim,
managing director of Teneo
Intelligence, believes conditions in the Philippines are
“good enough” for the country
to continue growing its economy in the next 12 months.
Speaking to top executives and senior staff members at the economic and
political briefing, which lays
the groundwork for the annual
budget process of the Lopez
Group, Herrera-Lim noted
the country’s strong macroeconomic management, limited
exposure to global volatility
and the absence of structural
or systemic economic threats.
He added that political and
economic interests are broadly
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Top: The Comptrollers’ Circle
core team with Lopez Holdings
Corp. president Salvador G.
Tirona (third from left) and SGV
partners (l-r): Lanie Caimol
(Lopez Holdings Corp.), Jingle
Hernandez (Lopez Inc.), Noel
Rabaja (SGV), Josephine
Adrienne Abarca (SGV),
Ma. Vivian Cruz-Ruiz (SGV),
Gemma Roque (First Philippine
Holdings Corp.) and Jei-Jei
Gertes (Third Gen Holdings
Corp.); Right: Lopez Group
Comptrollers’ Circle members
during the seminar

The Proscenium Residences
is the tallest of the five residential towers within the enclave
and hosts a mix of 100 studio
units, 122 one-bedroom units,
241 two-bedroom units and
100 three-bedroom units.
A few steps away from The
Proscenium Residences is a
performing arts theater that can
accommodate over 500 guests,
where residents and visitors can
enjoy feature performances by
local and international acts.
An addition to The Proscenium will be the Lopez Museum, whose Filipiniana archive
of books, manuscripts and maps
remains unrivaled; the museum
is further distinguished by its
collection of paintings by Juan
Luna and Felix Resurreccion
Hidalgo as well as works by
National Artists.

Residents will also enjoy
being an elevator ride away
from a myriad of retail outlets
and dining options.
The Proscenium features
an almost one-hectare amenity deck with garden, jogging paths, pools, a floating
river, gazebo, a splash pad
and an outdoor tennis court
across the fifth floor. For
those who prefer to work in
between moments of play,
The Proscenium Residences
offers a business center within
the tower.
With a generous land area
of 3.6 hectares, The Proscenium promises to elevate the
Rockwell lifestyle to even
greater heights without losing
the exclusivity, security and
sense of community Rockwell
residents enjoy.

AMML and Princess Takamado in front of the winning entries of
the “Hidden Japan 2015—Through Diplomats’ Eyes” exhibit

Rockwell launches 32 Sanson in Cebu
ROCKWELL Land Corporation recently launched the
Buri and Solihiya towers of 32
Sanson by Rockwell, its first
community in Cebu City.
Senior vice president and
treasurer Mike Lopez, with
Business Development vice
president Davy Tan, senior
brand marketing associate
Eric Nubla and assistant vice
president for Marketing Vienn
Guzman, flew into the city to
welcome friends and guests to
the launch.
With four mid-rise residential towers of about 350 units,
32 Sanson is a low-density
development that exemplifies
genuine relaxation and private
living.
Families and individuals
who seek a comfortable lifestyle
in Lahug may choose from
among one-bedroom, twobedroom and three-bedroom
residences in 32 Sanson’s Phase
I towers, Raffia and Gmelina.
Young professionals can go
home to a studio unit, an additional offering in the newly
launched Phase II tower, Solihiya.
Garden and bedroom units
in Phase II’s Buri also allow residents to enjoy nature
right in their own backyard.
Generous spaces inside each

Picpa pays courtesy call on AMML The Philippine Institute of Certified Public Accountants

(Picpa) Metro Manila Region (MMR) international conference committee and members of the Lopez Group
Comptrollers’ Circle recently paid a courtesy visit on Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez (AMML) to formally invite him to
be the keynote speaker at the 13th Picpa MMR International Conference in Osaka, Japan on May 25-29, 2016. Photo
shows AMML (4th from left) with Picpa MMR’s Ma. Teodoro Josephat Martinez (conference cochair), Arceli Sison
(executive director), Francis Ricamora (conference chair), Rhodora Icaranom (Metro Manila Regional Council chair),
Jei-Jei Gertes of Third Gen Holdings Corp. (conference cochair), Lanie Caimol of Lopez Holdings Corp., Ma. Victoria
Martinez of Lopez Inc. (EMMR past president) and Fanny Madraga (MMR admin manager)

Goldlink is
‘Best Partner
for Outsourcing
Services’ Goldlink

Security and Investigative
Services Inc. was awarded as
Best Partner for Outsourcing
Services in Maynilad
Water Services Inc.’s Top
Achievement for Partners
(TAP) Awards 2015 held in
Quezon City. With the theme
“Higit sa Tubig na Serbisyo at
Samahan,” Goldlink came out
on top for exemplifying cost and quality of services, responsiveness and compliance with Maynilad’s corporate
quality, environment, safety and health policy. Goldlink received its ISO 9001:2008 certification for its Quality
Management System in 2012, underscoring its commitment to deliver superior service and continually improve
its quality of service. Photo shows Goldlink president Crispin Dantes (center) and director for Operations Col.
Ronald Viray (2nd from left) accepting the TAP award from (l-r) Maynilad president Victorico Vargas, COO Herbert
Consunji and Corporate Logistics head Arturo Celso Baranda.

Promos & offers

Watch Kapamilya shows in HD!

The Rockwell Land team led by SVP Mike Lopez (2nd from left), VP-Provincial
Development and 32 Sanson GM Davy Tan (leftmost), 32 Sanson senior
brand marketing associate Eric Nubla and AVP-Marketing Vienn TionglicoGuzman (5th and 6th from left) with chef Sandy Daza and Mayenne Carmona

residence, premium finishes
and a limited number of units
on each floor promise inspired
and remarkable homes.
Unique subterranean roads
divert all vehicles to belowground passageways, creating a pedestrian-friendly and
walkable environment. Residents will be welcomed with a
grand resort-type arrival with
an exclusive entrance.
32 Sanson’s amenities include two swimming pools,
two clubhouses, a yoga studio,
function room, gym, multipurpose court, a lawn, jogging
path and a children’s play area.

Like all Rockwell Land developments, 32 Sanson guarantees residents’ and visitors’
safety even in extreme weather
conditions.
The company has employed
a 100-year flood cycle study
to safeguard the property and
its occupants against flooding, while 100% backup power
ensures that one’s home and
common areas will continue
to be powered even in strong
winds and rains. 32 Sanson
is also prepared to withstand
earthquakes as it adheres to
the most stringent standards
of structural integrity.

SKYcable and Destiny Cable
subscribers can now enjoy
ABS-CBN programs in clear,
crisp high definition (HD)! The
first and only free-TV channel
to air in HD in the Philippines,
ABS-CBN HD provides

SKYcable and Destiny Cable
kapamilya a chance to watch
their favorite shows in a fully
realistic visual experience. It is
available to SKYcable and Destiny subscribers with HD boxes.
Subscribers with SD boxes may

upgrade to HD boxes, while for
nonsubscribers SKYcable offers
Dual Def plans with SD and
HD channels, including ABSCBN HD, for as low as P299.
(Dino Quizon)

An addition to SKYbroadband’s
high-speed subscription packages, Plan 16Mbps includes a free
Wi-Fi router plus exclusive access to HBO GO and SKY On
Demand for P1,999 a month.

Those who sign up will also
enjoy a dedicated concierge service that can address their needs
without having to go through
the customer service hotline. (D.
Quizon)

For channels as low as P20/
month, SELECT lets subscribers create a TV experience the way they want it—a
unique feature that only SKY
can provide. Everyone who
activates SELECT channels
until November 30, 2015 and
maintains it for three months
will be given a 20% bill re-

bate. A free 15-day subscription to the same channel will
also be given if the subscriber
continues for the next three
months. (D. Quizon)
For more info, go to www.
mysky.com.ph or call 381-0000
for SKYcable or www.destinycable.com.ph or 418-0000 for
Destiny Cable

SKYbroadband unveils Plan 16Mbps

SKY SELECT add-on channels available online
SKYcable and Destiny Cable
digital subscribers can now
add the channels they want
on their basic plan through
the MySKYwebsite. The
upgraded SKY portal has
launched an online store that
enables subscribers to activate on their own the addon channels of their choice.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline
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‘NBA sa ABS-CBN’
returns with Magsanoc,
Paras

“NBA sa ABS-CBN” is back on ABS-CBN and
ABS-CBN Sports + Action—and it’s better than
ever! Collegiate coaches Ronnie Magsanoc and
Benjie Paras join mainstays Boom Gonzalez and
TJ Manotoc as they share their basketball knowledge with Kapamilya viewers. “NBA sa ABS-CBN”
games will be broadcast on ABS-CBN every
Saturday and on ABS-CBN Sports + Action
Channel 23 every Friday, Sunday and Monday in
the morning with primetime replays on the same
days.

Meet the adult Big Four
of ‘PBB 737’

With the eviction of housemate Zeus Collins, “Pinoy
Big Brother: 737” is now
down to its final eight
contestants including the
teen Big 4. The regular
Big 4 are dancer-baker
Dawn Chang, model
Tommy
Esguerra,
single mom Miho
Nishida and tour
guide Roger Lucero.
To vote for your favorite teen and adult housemates, text BB <Name of housemate> to 2366.
The PBB 737 Big Weekend will be held at the
Albay Astrodome, Legazpi City November 7-8.

Boy never
dreamed of
becoming talk
show host

Boy Abunda said he never
dreamed of becoming a talk
show host, much less a successful and popular
one, during a special
episode of “The Bottomline” where he answered
questions from ABS-CBN News’ Jorge Cariño,
Doris Bigornia, Jing Castañeda, Jerome Lantin
and Zandro Ochona. “My dream was to give
Nanay the best life. What I was to do, hindi ko
alam. Pero ‘yun ang hindi ko binitawan na pangarap,” he said. Asked what he is willing to lose for
his mother, Abunda said: “Kasikatan. ...I am willing to lose this for another two years, another year,
for a longer life for my mother. I will walk away
from this all.” (Excerpted from www.abs-cbnnews.
com)

‘It’s Showtime’ hails ‘That’s
My Tomboy’ champ

“It’s Showtime” awarded the grand winner of
“That’s My Tomboy” on October 31. Kit Cunanan
captivated the madlang people and the judges to
win the title and the cash prize of P300,000. In
second place was Mary Christine Nishie, while
the third spot went to Julianne Tuason; each won
P50,000. Meanwhile, the “Halo-Halloween” battle
of spooky costumes and creepy dance routines had
its champion in the group calling itself Names
Going Wild.

‘You’re My Home’ underscores importance of family
WHEN all the love and trust are
gone, can a family still pick up
the pieces and rebuild a shattered
home?
ABS-CBN tells the story of
a daughter who would do whatever it takes to fix her family in
the primetime drama “ You’re My
Home” premiering on November
9.
Get to know the Fontanilla
family through the eyes of eldest
daughter Grace ( Jessy Mendiola).
The lives of the Fontanillas
change when Gabriel (Richard
Gomez) handles the frustrated

homicide case against Christian
Vergara ( JC de Vera), the son of
a powerful senator. With their
new and luxurious lifestyle, then
12-year-old Grace realizes that
her dad and mom Marian (Dawn
Zulueta) have no time for them
anymore. Then the youngest
member of the family, Vince, is
kidnapped.
Twenty five years later, the Fontanillas face the consequences of
Vince’s (Paul Salas) disappearance.
Marian and Gabriel are no longer
together. Son Rahm (Sam Concepcion) already has a wife and child,

ABS-CBN launches Christmas
gift for UAAP students

while Grace still blames herself for
the kidnapping.
Also included in the cast of
“ You’re My Home” are Assunta de
Rossi, Tonton Gutierrez, Minnie Aguilar, Diana Zubiri, Jobelle
Salvador, Mika dela Cruz, Peewee

O’Hara, Belle Mariano, Bugoy
Cariño and Raikko Mateo.
Directed by Jerry Lopez
Sineneng, “ You’re My Home” is
produced by Star Creatives led by
business unit head Malou Santos.

L-R: Sam Concepcion, Dawn Zulueta, Richard Gomez, Jessy Mendiola and Paul
Salas

ABS-CBN and UniSilver present a
Christmas gift for University Athletic Association of the Philippines
(UAAP) students with the launch
of the official UAAP Season 78
university pendants and timepiece
collection.
Manufactured and licensed by
UniSilver, the collection features
stylish necklaces and watches showcasing the logos of the Adamson
University Soaring Falcons, Ateneo
de Manila University Blue Eagles,
Far Eastern University Tamaraws,
National University Bulldogs, University of the East Red Warriors,
University of the Philippines Fighting Maroons and the University of
Santo Tomas Growling Tigers.
“ABS-CBN is proud to showcase a timeless collection of pieces

that very well
represents
the premiere
university sports
league,
U A A P,
which
students
and fans
will surely
love. We are happy to be in partnership with UniSilver, one of the
country’s leading brands of jewelry
and watches,” said Karen Coloma,
head of ABS-CBN Licensing.
The limited edition UAAP
Season 78 university watch and
pendants collection is available at
UniSilver stores. (Katherine Solis)

JEEPNEY TV once again showcases the genius of Ryan Cayabyab
as it presents the second Christmas special of his rebooted musical program, titled “Ryan Ryan
Musikahan: Christmas from the
Heart,” at Resorts World Manila
on November 6.
“Ryan Ryan Musikahan: Christmas from the Heart” is a joint
project of Jeepney TV along with
Cinema One, Lifestyle, MYX and
Hero for the benefit of the Orchestra of the Filipino Youth.
The concert features Christmas
songs to be performed by Piolo

FROM November 9-17, cinemas
in Trinoma, Glorietta, Resorts
World and SM Megamall will be
a haven for cinephiles as Cinema
One Originals once again celebrates cinema with a difference.
Welcome to Cinema One Originals Mark 2.0. As exemplified by
its new tagline, “Kakaiba Ka Ba?”
Cinema One Originals continues
to uphold diversity and uniqueness
in Philippine cinema.
The nine Originals for 2015
are Joel Ferrer’s “Baka Siguro
Yata,” Sheron Dayoc’s “Bukod

Kang Pinagpala,” Ivan Andrew
Payawal’s “The Comeback,” Sari
Dalena’s “Dahling Nick,” Bor
Ocampo’s “Dayung Asu,” Ralston
Jover’s “Hamog,” Carl Joseph Papa’s “Manang Biring,” Raymond
Red’s “Mga Rebeldeng Walang
Kaso” and Ara Chawdhury’s “Miss
Bulalacao.”
There will also be a special presentation of Cinema One’s production of Sherad Sanchez’s found
footage horror film “Salvage,” films
that showcase the best of world
cinema, and Filipino classics in-

cluding restorations of Ishmael
Bernal’s “Ikaw Ay Akin,” Lino
Brocka’s “Insiang” and Marilou
Diaz Abaya’s “Karnal.”
In the spirit of commemorating revolutionary cinema, Cinema One Originals 2015 will
pay tribute to filmmakers from
the 1980s led by Raymond Red,
Nick Deocampo, Rox Lee and
Joey Agbayani. As an auxiliary
program, there will be also a
showcase of 10 short films from
the Philippines, New Zealand
and Iran.

Jeepney TV hosts Ryan
Cayabyab Christmas special

Pascual, Nikki Gil, Klarisse, The
Ryan Cayabyab Singers, the UST
singers and Ogie Alcasid.
“The concert celebrates the spirit of love and giving since its proceeds will augment the scholarship
programs for young, very talented
but marginalized musicians. Let
us be early Santas to these kids by
supporting them in achieving their
dreams,” says Jeepney TV channel
head Cindy de Leon.
Tickets for “Ryan Ryan Musikahan: Christmas from the Heart”
are available at SM Ticket outlets.

ABS-CBN Philharmonic showcases John Williams’ music

THE ABS-CBN Philharmonic
Orchestra (ABS-CBN P.O.) celebrates the music legacy of composer John Williams via a special
concert at The Theatre, Solaire on
December 12.
Titled “The Magic of John Williams,” the concert will put the
spotlight on Williams’ well-loved
movie scores from blockbuster

films, including “E.T.,” “Jaws” and
“Superman.”
Other movie scores that the
ABS-CBN P.O. will feature in
the concert are themes from “Jurassic Park,” “Raiders of the Lost
Ark,” “Close Encounters of the Third
Kind,” “Harry Potter” and “ Yes,
Giorgio” and the 1984 Olympics
anthem.

Now on its third run, the original Williams arrangements were
acquired from the US three years
ago and will be used exclusively
for the show. This year, additional pieces were purchased for
the show such as music hits from
“Home Alone” and “Hook” that will
surely usher in the Christmas
spirit.

“The Magic of John Williams” will also feature performances from Jose Mari
Chan, Nikki Gil and Morisette
Amon.
ABS-CBN P.O.’s “The Magic
of John Williams” will be staged
on December 12 at 8 p.m. For
tickets, contact TicketWorld at tel.
no. 891-9999.

Councils

HR Updates

HR Summit 2015

Council all set for
annual gathering
THE Lopez Group HR Council will hold its 14th annual
summit at the Rockwell Tent,
Makati on November 25, 2015.
Themed “Scaling Up HR’s
Value to Sustainable Business
Growth,” this year’s gathering will
be hosted by First Balfour Inc. and
First Philippine Industrial Park.
More than a chance to meet
and bond with their fellow
HR practitioners in the Lopez

Group, the summit is a chance
for the attendees to be updated
on the latest HR trends.
Sen. Sonny Angara will deliver the keynote speech. Invited speakers include a powerhouse lineup of CEOs and
industry experts.
In the afternoon, the attendees will take part in plenary sessions featuring HR best practices and topics. (Yiessa Borbon)

PR Challenge

The new rules of corp comm
IN many organizations, the corporate communications function hardly gets the attention it
deserves until the moment crisis
hits. But undervaluing the importance of powerful communication is a mistake, and it’s costing some companies dearly.
“Like many other soft skills,
[communication] is undervalued in corporations because it’s
difficult to measure,” says Dorie
Clark, author and adjunct professor of business administration at Duke University’s Fuqua
School of Business.
Corporate leaders can do
their part to improve how their
companies communicate. Here
are five steps to take.
Recruit talented, senior-level communications executives
with solid business skills and
deep knowledge of the company’s products and processes.
According to David Moyer,
president of the executive search
firm Moyer, Sherwood Associates Inc., the challenges of the
role now make it more essential
for candidates to hold an MBA.
More broadly, companies need
to give communications chiefs the
titles, reporting relationships, access and resources to be effective
company-wide. And that means
investing in senior communications roles for the long-term.
Learn to trust and understand the communications
function. Companies “need to
learn more about communications and the communications
consequences of their actions
and not treat it like a foreign
language,” urges Moyer. Oth-

erwise, they’ll end up spending
too much time mopping up after
crises as opposed to preempting
them.
Let communications leaders
advise and educate the C-suite.
If corporations need to listen
better to their communications
leaders, then the reverse is also
true. Communications execs
need to help other leaders understand why they’re important.
“Good communications chiefs
recognize that one leg of their
job is representing communications to senior management,”
says Moyer. “They can point to
communication wins in that area
with the same pride they do to a
media relations victory outside.
The CFO or the head of engineering doesn’t need to explain
their functions the same way.
But the communications person
needs to do this.”
Eliminate command-andcontrol communications. “The
best companies are transparent,
and when they are wrong, they
promptly admit it rather than
hide behind ‘corporate speak,’”
author Clark says. “Apologize,
take responsibility, and do what’s
necessary to right the wrong….”
Let employees be ambassadors, Clark advises. “Smart,
far-sighted companies recognize that if employees are using
social media anyway, you might
as well tap that power,” she says.
“Give them information about
the company’s vision, goals and
what it’s doing and allow them
to spread that positive message
online.” (Excerpted from www.
fastcompany.com)

November 13: The Philippine Quill Awards 2015
deadline. Contact 756-0441 or email philippinequill@
iabc.com.ph
November 15: 51st Anvil Awards deadline. Contact 6239479 or email anvil@prsp.ph
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5 feted as Lopez Group ‘unsung heroes’
By Carla Paras-Sison

OFTEN working behind the
scenes and under the radar,
the inaugural batch of Unsung Heroes was feted by their
kapamilya during the Lopez
Achievement Awards ceremony on October 15.

The solar guy

Reynaldo Reyes, officer-incharge-Technical at the Solar
Department of Adtel Inc.,
has worked in the company in
various capacities for 19 years.
After torture-testing handsets
for telephony during the boom
years of the telecom business,
L-R: Reynaldo Reyes of Adtel, Farley Cuizon of FPH, Elsa Maria Silvino of
Reyes moved to solar electrifiFPH, Pablo Fernandez of SKY and Mario Bactol of Lopez Holdings
cation four years ago. From an
office environment, he had to time, he thought nothing of ing the menu to suit different
work outdoors in far-flung off- serenading an examiner in the tastes, and then documenting
grid villages. The challenges very halls of the SEC, creat- everything that happens for a
of his new assignment esca- ing a friendly atmosphere and reliable record of events.
Silvino’s work at the annual
lated last year when Adtel was ultimately getting a favorable
stockholders’ meeting (ASM)
tapped to deliver the corporate decision for FPH.
Cuizon’s role can be daunt- is like preparing for a board
social responsibility project of
One Meralco Foundation; that ing as he has to contend with meeting 50 times over. Apart
is, to supply solar panels to re- sometimes unreasonable im- from arranging all the physical
positions and interpretations details of venue and food, she
mote schools.
As head of the installa- of rules. But his naturally ami- must coordinate with Finance,
tion team, the work involved able nature, reasoned argu- Investor Relations, Corporate
transporting materials such as ments and devotion to duty Communications and a host of
solar panels the size of a table, have won many battles. As the service providers for the smooth
batteries that weighed over 30 go-to guy when it comes to conduct of the ASM. She is also
kilos each, battery boxes as big SEC filings, Cuizon even ad- involved in proxy solicitation to
as a medium-sized refrigerator vanced his own money when a ensure a quorum at the meeting.
and other electrical installation subsidiary of FPH had to ap- On her own initiative, she atmaterials. Reyes led the team ply for an increase of capital tended to the request of a small
in overcoming rugged terrain stock on the last working day stockholder, leading to that
and bad weather during the of the year. On that day, all the stockholder publicly thanking
rainy season in order to reach employees, including Cuizon Silvino for her assistance at the
island barangays. There were himself, were on forced leave last FPH ASM.
With her meticulousness,
times when he and his team and there was no more chance
would be stranded for weeks to get a corporate cash advance determination and focused energy, Silvino is a key contribuin remote areas of Palawan, for the required submission.
Cuizon’s quiet labors help tor to the FPH Legal team’s
Romblon, South Cotabato and
other provinces because of ty- pave the way for formalizing accomplishments.
phoons or logistical hitches in FPH’s new businesses, as well The MacGyver of SKY
Pablo Fernandez, marketing
roll on-roll off schedules and as the valid and just avoidance
of regulatory impositions.
assistant at SKYcable Corpolocal transportation.
ration, has worked 22 years
Through Reyes’ leadership, The iceberg contributor
Elsa Maria Silvino, assistant for the company’s sales, prodedication and professionalism, Adtel was able to com- manager-Legal of FPH, has motions and marketing complete the project on time and logged 22 years of service to munication events. His work
earned plaudits and positive the company. A single mom spans the gamut from creative
word of mouth from the cli- who has to work doubly hard (an artist designing the look
ent, leading to referrals and to provide for her family, she is or motif of an event; a craftsbusiness from similar non- known as an iceberg contribu- man creating props, sets and
tor because only a small por- decorations) to manual (lifting
profit foundations.
tion of her work rises above equipment; setting up TV and
The singing specialist
Farley Cuizon, paralegal the surface and gets noticed, laptop demos; building booths,
specialist of First Philippine and the rest is done outside stages and pylons) to manageHoldings Corporation (FPH) of public view. For example, rial (making floor plans; taking
with 16 years of service, has Silvino prepares minutes of charge of ingress and egress for
put his extraordinarily sooth- meetings and regular SEC fil- SKY events).
For all his high-quality
ing singing voice to good use ings. But very few understand
at work. As the company’s the laborious task of actually workmanship, Fernandez has
main liaison with regulators, in coordinating the attendance to work long hours, even sleepparticular with the Securities of directors with multiple cor- ing in the office for an early
and Exchange Commission porate affiliations to meetings, ingress. Otherwise, he would
(SEC), Cuizon has earned a synchronizing board and com- leave his home in Cavite at 4
reputation for accomplishing mittee meetings for maximum a.m. and work until the next
his tasks with integrity and attendance, ensuring meeting day. Since most of SKY’s proinnovative persuasion. At one materials are complete, arrang- motional events are done on

weekends, he has chosen to
work six days a week and takes
only Mondays off.
Like the TV hero MacGyver, Fernandez works with
available materials making
Spanish hats out of cartolina,
Christmas trees out of paper
cones, foil and glue, and hundreds of beautiful handmade
snowflakes. His creative genius saves SKY anywhere from
P30,000 to P60,000 per event,
fees that would have gone to a
third-party agency. With his
originality, enthusiasm and
passion for his work, he has
gained the confidence of his
colleagues who time and again
go to him for their events requirements.

The swimming messenger

Mario Bactol, messenger of
Lopez Holdings Corporation,
has been working in the Lopez
Group for 30 years, including
11 years as an outsource elevator operator in Meralco. Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez
(AMML), then chief executive
of Meralco, noticed how Bactol never failed to show up for
work despite typhoons, earthquakes, jeepney strikes and
coups d’état. Bactol became a
messenger in Lopez Holdings
in January 1996 and earned
great respect from his coworkers for his honesty, resourcefulness and dedication.
Part of his duty is to deliver
the legal documents and reports of publicly listed companies to the SEC. Despite the
lateness of the hour, he always
manages to accomplish his task,
even walking in the rain and
across flooded streets to make
sure that his deliveries will still
be accepted. His humility and
positive attitude have earned
for him a good reputation at
the SEC and other agencies to
which he is sent.
When typhoon Ondoy submerged most of Metro Manila
one Saturday in 2009, Bactol
saved himself by swimming
out of his rented room in the
basement of a house and hanging on to a floating plastic water container. He saved another
life by sharing the plastic container with one of his neighbors. Despite losing all that he
owned to Ondoy’s fury, Bactol
conducted himself with great
dignity and reported for work
the very next Monday. He
needed to continue working
in order to recover his bearings
and continue supporting his
siblings.
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Lifetime Achievement
Award for ABS-CBN CEO

LAA...

from page 1

Energy Development Corporation (EDC) scooped up
half of the trophies handed
out to lead all winners during
the October 15 event, themed
“Scaling the Heights of Excellence,” in ABS-CBN’s Studio
10.
The company had six wins in
four categories, four for its internationally-recognized Burgos
Wind Project, one for the Human Resources category and one
for Operations Management.
ABS-CBN picked up two
awards, while ABS-CBN Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc.
(ALKFI), ABS-CBNmobile,
First Gas Power Corporation
and First Balfour won an LAA
apiece.
As he welcomed guests to the
event, First Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPH) chairman
Federico R. Lopez (FRL) underscored the importance of the
Lopez Value that “allows the
other six to gain full expression
in the many good things our
corporations can do today.”
He cited the pioneering
entrepreneurial spirit of Lopez
Group founder Eugenio Lopez
Sr.—his Lolo Eñing—who
founded the country’s first airline and, with son Eugenio Jr.,
put together ABS-CBN.
“Such boldness of spirit
ushered in new services that
undoubtedly uplifted many
Filipino lives during its time.
Oftentimes I muse about what
it may look like today if that
same pioneering entrepreneurial
spirit were unleashed on today’s
world,” FRL said.

The FPH chairman also
discussed the “dizzying and
nonlinear ways” in which technological singularity could affect the businesses of the Lopez
Group.
“…At times the view of
the future can seem petrifying,
overwhelming, and even intimidating to say the least. However,
take that same view and place it
in front of someone with a pioneering entrepreneurial spirit
who’s determined to uplift lives
into the future like Lolo Eñing
was in the 1930s, and he or she
will see nothing but a world of
opportunity,” FRL said.
Making the afternoon even
more special for all those in
attendance was Lopez Group
chairman emeritus Oscar M.
Lopez (OML), who graced the
event after missing the past two
LAAs due to health and other
reasons.
Stressing that nothing could
stop him from coming for the
third consecutive time, OML
said all the nominees were winners who deserved his “thanks,
admiration and respect.”
OML also noted that by
the time LAA 2015 is held a
year from now, the country will
have chosen new leaders. He
reminded the audience to carefully assess the candidates and
choose leaders who are honest
and can govern effectively.
Meanwhile, a Lifetime
Achievement Award was presented to ABS-CBN president
Charo Santos-Concio by ALKFI chair Gina Lopez.
Santos-Concio joined ABSCBN as a production consultant
in 1987. Even then, she said she
saw the Lopez Group to be a

“values-driven
organization.”
“Values are pillars that will stand
the test of time,” she noted.
The longtime ABS-CBN
executive professed loyalty to
the company, saying: “A lifetime
is not enough, but even with
10 lifetimes I would still wish
to work with you. Kapamilya,
thank you.”
The LAA’s first Lifetime
Achievement Award was conferred 12 years ago on another
Kapamilya, former ABS-CBN
president Freddie M. Garcia.
Rounding out the afternoon’s
winners were EDC and First
Balfour which received a Special
Recognition for Excellence in
Synergy for their collaborative
work on the Burgos Wind Project. The award was received by
EDC president Ricky Tantoco
and First Balfour president Al
Fernandez.
The
winners
received
P50,000 each and Abueva-designed LAA trophies. They were
awarded by OML, FRL and
Eugenio Lopez IV who represented his father, ABS-CBN
chairman Eugenio Lopez III.
A special feature of this year’s
LAA is the Unsung Heroes,
which went to Reynaldo Reyes,
Farley Cuizon, Elsa Maria Silvino, Pablo Fernandez and Mario
Bactol (see story on page 5).
The LAA’s 2014 cycle was
hosted by First Philippine Realty Corporation president Cary
Lopez with athlete/TV host
Gretchen Ho. Adding spice to
the event were musical performances from Jay-R and Kyla,
Toni Gonzaga, “The Voice Kids”
Top 4, and “South Pacific” stars
Joanna Ampil and Jon Meer
Vera Perez.

The LAA program management team is composed of (from left) Benjamin K. Liboro and Elizabeth M. Canlas,
program directors; Rosendo Hamo Jr., program manager; Glenda Discutido, secretariat; and Karen Ventura,
program coordinator

Clockwise from left: Lopez Group chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez; FPH chairman Federico R. Lopez; ALKFI chair
Gina Lopez; FPRC president Cary Lopez hosted the event with TV host/athlete Gretchen Ho; The afternoon’s performers:
Joanna Ampil and Jon Vera Perez; Kyla and Jay-R; Toni Gonzaga; and “The Voice Kids” finalists

13th LAA cycle
yields 12 winners

				

THE Lopez Achievement
Awards (LAA) cycle 2014
celebrated the feats of an even
dozen winners on October 15,
2015. It was the 13th straight
year for the Lopez Group to
recognize the best performing
teams in six categories.

Customer Focus

First Balfour met the critical challenge posed by its client
and delivered a 115-kilovolt
overhead transmission line
(OHTL) and a substation
ahead of schedule. Both were
essential for the on-time commissioning of Energy Development Corporation’s (EDC)
Burgos Wind Project (BWP).
First Balfour finished the
OHTL two months earlier than
what the leading competitor said
it would take to finish a project
of such scale and complexity. It involved the engineering,
detailed design, procurement,
construction and installation of
steel poles and 128 steel towers
on a 42-kilometer trail passing
through Burgos, Pasuquin, Bacarra and Laoag in Ilocos Norte.
The team turned over the project
seven days ahead of schedule.
The same team was tapped
to take over the substation project, which was behind schedule
by almost four months. Originally awarded to a foreign contractor, the Burgos Substation
and Interconnection Works
contract, First Balfour delivered
the project, enabling EDC to

commission the BWP nine
days ahead of schedule.
ABS-CBN
subsidiary
ABS-CBN Convergence Inc.
launched the iWant TV app on
ABS-CBNmobile and empowered subscribers to watch ABSCBN programs anytime and
anywhere they want. The company capitalized on the development of nonlinear TV viewing,
where the emphasis is on mobility, convenience and choice
instead of following scheduled
TV channel programming.
ABS-CBN Convergence
created a new habit of watching
video content on mobile using
the ABS-CBNmobile SIM; using the mobile-friendly iWant
TV app, subscribers shifted
their behavior from watching on
desktop to watching on mobile,
thereby increasing the average
revenue-per-user of the ABSCBNmobile subscriber base.

Business Management

EDC won two business
management awards: one for
securing the feed-in-tariff
(FiT) for its BWP ahead of
competitors; and another for
the first documented successful
transfer of a geothermal power
plant in the Philippines.
For its 150-megawatt
(MW) BWP, EDC managed completion delay risks to
qualify for the best scenario of
receiving guaranteed revenues
at the P8.53 per kilowatt-hour
FiT rate for the next 20 years.

Working with strategic partners
to mitigate risks, the company
completed construction in 17
months with over 4.5 million
safe man-hours and zero losttime incidents by contractors.
After accepting the challenge
of expanding the project to 150
MW from an original 87 MW,
EDC had to work through regulatory, contractor performance
and technical challenges to
achieve successful commissioning by November 5, 2014. With
a total cost of $450 million, the
BWP became the biggest investment supporting the Philippine
renewable energy program.
Meanwhile,
another
EDC team was working on
the transfer of the Northern
Negros Geothermal Power
Plant (NNGP) from Northern
Negros to Nasulo in Southern
Negros. The NNGP was shut
down in 2011 due to insufficient
steam to operate the plant. The
decision to relocate a nonperforming asset that was written
off and caused EDC its first and
only net loss thus far entailed a
series of financial and technical
evaluations that challenged the
N2N Relocation Project team.
A total of 2,000 tons of
equipment was transferred over
a total distance of 242 kilometers, using 193 trips over land,
17 trips over sea, and crossing
16 cities and municipalities and
49 bridges in two provinces. The
team withstood 23 landslides,

ABS-CBN president and chief
executive officer Charo Santos-Concio received a Lifetime
Achievement Award for cycle
2014 of the Lopez Achievement Awards (LAA).
Recognizing her exemplary and consistent practice
of the Lopez Values in almost
three decades of service to
ABS-CBN, Concio’s award
inspires all her Lopez Group
kapamilya to dedicate themselves to innovation, honesty
and excellence.

30 heavy rain incidents and had
as many as 1,159 workers on-site
at the peak of work. In addition
to the physical transfer of NNGP
assets and their almost Humpty
Dumpty-like reassembly into a
working geothermal power plant,
the team had to construct additional pipelines, drill a new well
and install underground cables to
connect to the transmission lines.
The results directly impacted
EDC’s financial results for 2014,
with the newly put-together
49-MW Nasulo Power Plant
contributing generation of 208
gigawatt-hours and incremental
revenue of P481M to the Southern Negros group. Impairment
charges of P2.3 billion on the
previously non-operating asset
were reversed, improving EDC’s
financial condition for the year.

Operations Management

EDC also garnered two
operations management awards:
one for powering up the substation for the BWP; and another
for securing rights-of-way for
the 128 towers that were to
bring the energy produced by
the BWP to the grid through
overhead transmission lines.
Commissioning the Burgos
substation was a technical challenge overcome just six days
shy of the commissioning of a
competing wind farm. When
its foreign contractor failed to
perform, EDC stepped in to
complete the project. The team
borrowed substation parts from
other EDC power plants and the
National Grid Corporation of the
Philippines (NGCP). It turned
to a global network of suppliers
to source long-lead items. It was
able to engage suppliers to replace
custom-made parts that were lost.
It banked on its strong working

The former production
consultant became the first female president of ABS-CBN
in 2008. It was during this time
that the company aggressively
strengthened corporate operating structures and put in place
training programs designed to
upgrade the skills and talents
of the next generation of ABSCBN leaders.
Five years later, when she
once again broke the glass ceiling to assume the position of
ABS-CBN CEO, Concio set

relationship with the NGCP,
and tapped AECOM, which has
expertise in energizing large wind
farms, as technical adviser.
Successful on-time commissioning meant recurring annual
revenues of P3B after the BWP
qualified for the FiT rate.
At the same time, EDC’s
right-of-way team was doing its
share of the work. It took five
years for a team of 18 to secure
100% of the needed land, involving 2,146 landowners covering
an area of 800 hectares over 43
kilometers and 29 barangays. The
task entailed processing more
than 8,000 sets of land ownership
documents. The team provided
legal aid to landowners in closing
documents and even helped them
contact relatives when necessary.
The relatively quick negotiations were the result of the
team’s extensive technical and
legal knowledge of securing
land rights; the efforts of local
employees who knew how to
speak Ilocano and understood
the local scene, including what
the landowners wanted; and the
strategy of gaining local social
acceptability by respecting the
owners’ preference to lease land
instead of selling land to EDC.
The rights-of-way were secured,
leading to the legal and on-time
installation of the needed towers
and transmission lines for the
BWP’s proper commissioning.

Human Resource Focus

EDC scored a feat in this
category with its unprecedented
Unified CBA (collective bargaining agreement) Story, which
documents the negotiation with
seven rank-and-file unions in
just one day. The seven unions
negotiated as one during the
Turn to page 11

her sights on “sustaining the
corporate growth and leadership
momentum started by ABSCBN chairman Eugenio Lopez
III and continuing to create
world-class content that can be
applied in various platforms.”
Under Concio’s watch,
ABS-CBN launched many
public service initiatives, notably those which benefited the
victims of the Bohol quake, the
Zamboanga siege and typhoon
Yolanda. Indeed, ABS-CBN
went from business strength

to business strength without
losing sight of its mission: to
be in the service of the Filipino
people worldwide.
In her 28 years with ABSCBN, the proud daughter of
Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro
consistently topped the key indicators that guide the network
in selecting its future leaders:
sustained excellent performance;
proven track record in his or
her area of work; contribution
to business growth and competitiveness; personal values that

are aligned with corporate
values; a clear understanding of the company’s
overall business strategy;
and great people and
communication skills.
The
Lifetime
Achievement Award
caps a string of awards
for leadership and management excellence Concio
has received in recent years,
and was meant “not just for
a job well done, more so for
a life well-lived.”

First Balfour Burgos OHTL and Substation Project Management Team

ABS-CBNmobile Team

Burgos Wind FiT Team

N2N Relocation Project Team

Burgos Wind Substation Power Up Team

Burgos Right-Of-Way Team

2014 Unified CBA Team

Burgos Wind Financing Team

Bantay Kalikasan

Typhoon Glenda Recovery Team

Failon Ngayon Team

E-TV Patrol Team
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LEEP helps us teach better,
Sarangani teacher says

KCFI president Rina Lopez Bautista (center) joins Sarangani public school principals who happily show their K Channel
LEEP On Demand external hard drives

WITH the implementation of
the K-12 curriculum under way,
teachers are challenged to make
their classrooms learner-centered
as mandated by the Enhanced
Basic Education Act of 2013.
Maasin, Sarangani public
school teacher Jeffrey Quijance
admitted that today’s changing learning environment is
very challenging. “We need to
update ourselves so that our
students will learn more effectively,” he said.
To meet this challenge,
Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI) instituted the
Learning Effectively through
Enhanced and Evidenced-based
Pedagogies (LEEP), a training
program for teachers and prin-

cipals designed for the effective
translation and application of
the K-12 curriculum concepts
in classroom instruction.
LEEP is a brainchild of
KCFI president Rina Lopez
Bautista and former Department of Education Sec. and
KCFI education consultant Dr.
Fe Hidalgo. It aims to guide
teachers and principals in the
application of the new K-12
curriculum to ensure that teaching approaches, technologies
and environments result in effective learning, where students
are active participants in the
learning process and growth in
learning is continuous.
The training includes the integration of Knowledge Chan-

nel (KCh) multimedia learning
resources in classroom discussions. Participating schools
received an external hard drive
containing KCh educational
videos, interactive games and
session guides.
Quijance is one of the 45
Sarangani teachers who attended the recent LEEP training in General Santos City. He
said the new pedagogies gave
him more ways to deliver the
lessons to his students.
Bautista noted that KCh continues its resolve “to reach more
schools and guide more teachers in using enhanced teaching
strategies, making learning for
students interesting and worthwhile.” (Rommel Lopez)

25 public schools to receive
KCh multimedia library
WESTERN
Union-Philippines turned over P3.5 million
to Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI) to finance
its donation of the K Channel
Gift of Knowledge On Demand packages for 25 public
schools.
The donation will be managed under Western Union’s
Technology Aiding the Nation’s
Youth to Accelerate Growth
(TANYAG) program.
Five public elementary
schools in Metro Manila, 10 in

BAYAN Academy offers
the following certificate
training courses this month:
November 12: Strategic
Planning and Management
November 12: Building an
Entrepreneurial Culture
November 19-20: Sales
Training
For rates, call Carol
Arcaya at 426-3140. Bayan
Academy reserves the right
to change course dates.

Luzon, six in the Visayas and
four in Mindanao will receive
KCFI’s educational multimedia
package.
It includes a 32-inch LED
TV, a laptop preloaded with
Knowledge Channel’s multimedia learning resources, speaker
sets, optical mice, HDMI cables
and auto voltage regulators; also
included are educational games
in mathematics and financial
literacy.
KCFI president Rina Lopez
Bautista said Western Union’s
donation will help speed the
“distribution of the rich educa-

tional materials of KCFI to our
public elementary schools.”
“With corporate allies like
Western Union, we can bring
these rich learning materials closer to our learners who
have no access to Knowledge
Channel via cable TV or the
internet. Education is the great
equalizer that gives every child
a fighting chance at life,” the
KCFI president added.
The first recipient of the
TANYAG K Channel Gift
of Knowledge is E.M. Signal
Elementary Public School in
Taguig City. (R. Lopez)

Rina Lopez Bautista (left) and KCFI director for Transmedia Edric
Calma (extreme right) receive the facsimile check from Western UnionPhilippines executives led by president Hikmet Ersek (2nd row, left)

EDC president Richard Tantoco with
the St. Paul students who joined him
in the ceremonial tree planting

For a greener Negros

EDC, partners to grow
10M trees in 10 years
OCTOBER 10, 2015 has gone
down in Negros Island history
as the start of a modern-day
green revolution with the
launch of Energy Development Corporation’s (EDC) 10
Million in 10 for a Greener
Negros—the biggest forest
restoration movement in one
island.
The project expands the
company’s BINHI greening
legacy program and will pave
the way for 10 million trees to
be planted, grown and maintained in the next 10 years.
“As we expand our BINHI
program, we are raising the bar
for environmental stewardship

by partnering with as many
people and institutions as possible to make 10 million in 10 a
fully-committed forest restoration program,” said EDC president and chief operating officer
Richard Tantoco.
Tantoco led the unveiling
ceremony in St. Paul University-Dumaguete (SPUD) with
58 partner-institutions and
other EDC officials.
The launch was highlighted
by the signing of a partnership
agreement between EDC and
its first set of partners led by
Negros Oriental Gov. Roel Degamo; Negros Occidental Gov.
Alfredo Marañon Jr. who was

represented by Eric Loretizo;
and Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Asec. Marcial Amaro Jr.
To kick off the movement’s
tree-growing activities, 40
grade school students from
SPUD and the 10M in 10
partners planted 40 premium
native tree seedlings to represent EDC’s 40 years of providing clean renewable power to
the country.
To join the 10M in 10 for
a Greener Negros movement,
like and follow Positive Energy
Negros on Facebook or email
1010greenernegros@gmail.
com. (Frances Ariola)

Kwento ng pagbangon: Aling Yoling’s story
By Ana Junio

ON the outskirts of Brgy. Basiao
in Basey, Samar is Saob Cave. For
typical tourists, this is an attraction. But for the weavers of Brgy.
Basiao, this is their office—the
place where they get together to
create their banig products.
The women belong to Basiao
Native Weavers Association,
one of the four associations of
weavers in Basey.
Their leader, Julieta “Yoling”
Abal, cheerfully showed the
process of transforming tikog
grass into different banig products: mats, bags, wallets and
slippers.
Aling Yoling and her family survived the strongest storm
surge in Eastern Visayas in 2013.
While she was thankful that no
one died among her family and
relatives, she would never forget
the enormity of the damage typhoon Yolanda brought.
Aling Yoling said that after several weeks, ABS-CBN
Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc. (ALKFI) chair Gina
Lopez visited their place with
Bantay Kalikasan officers. Aside
from giving boats to the fisher-

Aling Yoling Abal with some members of the Basiao Native Weavers
Association

folk, ALKFI also shelled out
P800,000 in tranches for the
tikog weavers in 19 barangays in
Basey.
In the past, tikog weavers
sold their products in Tacloban
and nearby markets and malls.
But when they partnered with
ALKFI, they were introduced
to bigger clients.
In 2014, Toshiba ordered
3,500 tikog eco bags, 1,000 of
which were produced by Aling
Yoling’s group. A bigger percentage of the sales now goes to
the weavers, unlike before when

they received only 50%.
Meanwhile, Aling Yoling
attended her first training in
Manila to further hone her
weaving and leadership skills.
She also revealed that her two
children are now professionals
because of tikog weaving: one
finished a banking and finance
course, while the other teaches
high school in Ormoc City.
“Malaking pasasalamat namin, ang association, lalo na
kay Madam Gina [Lopez] at
sa ABS-CBN Foundation,” she
said.

Museum/Values
Ongoings

Revisit a
Filipiniana
treasure trove
with ‘The Library Unveiled’

VENTURE beyond the Lopez
Museum and Library’s visual
arts collection and rediscover
its massive bibliographical resource spanning years of Philippine history.
In The Library Unveiled: Recent Discoveries from the Lopez
Collection, Dr. Milagros Guer-
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rero, Ramon Villegas and Evita
Sarenas will present findings
from the ongoing appraisal
project on November 7, 2pm to
5pm.
The talk aims to inspire continued interest in research and
scholarship and in uncovering
possibilities for more exciting
projects and publications across
disciplines.

Perspectives on
Hidalgo’s unfinished works
in ‘Fill in the
Canvas’

Browsing through the works of
Felix Resurreccion Hidalgo, the
concept for the museum’s second major exhibition entitled
Open Ends came to light.
On November 17, 2pm
to 4pm, Ateneo de Manila

Special Feature By Carla Paras-Sison

University instructor Isa Nazareno will discuss the drawings,
sketches, studies and unfinished
paintings of Hidalgo. Nazareno
will present new perspectives
on Hidalgo’s works that speak
of an interesting phase in the
formation of an artist’s work, a
segment that he might not have
intended the public to see.
Fill in the Canvas seeks to
flesh out the relevance of these
fragments—clues into an art
practice that created iconic and
important works of Philippine
art.

Rediscovering
the beloved
‘bread of salt’

A two-year cross-country
search for varieties of bread,
sifting through different panaderia and larger bakeries as well
as a trail of records and documents from libraries such as
the Lopez Library collection

resulted in “Panaderia: Philippine Bread, Biscuit and Bakery
Traditions” by Jenny Orillos
and Amy Uy.
The authors will have a
lecture entitled Panaderia
Chronicles and a book signing
at the museum on November
21, 2pm to 5 pm.
They will give a brief about
the contents of the book, highlighting the sections on panaderia and ensaymada, which were
completed through research at
the Lopez Museum and Library; these materials will be on
display during the lecture.
A project in partnership
with Kamuning Bakery, bakery
owner and columnist Wilson
Lee Flores will also share how
his love for history and appreciation for food and its preparation resulted in his venture to
provide a new lease on life to
this institution.



Kamuning Bakery will
provide some of its wellloved breads, while Anvil
Publishing’s
food-related
titles will be made available
for purchase.
These lectures and programs
are copresented by Gourmet
Farms Inc. Registration is P135
for adults and P115 for students
and museum members.
The Lopez Memorial Museum is at the ground floor, Benpres Building, Exchange Road
corner Meralco Avenue, Pasig
City. Museum days and hours
are Mondays to Saturdays, except
holidays, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Avail of
unlimited access to exhibitions
and library resources by signing
up for the Lopez Museum membership program. Members can
borrow books from the lending
section and get discounts on lectures, workshops and services for
only P1,500.

PLP at 80: Beautiful inside and out
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio
Lopez III (EL3), together
with the family of former
Lopez Holdings Corporation director Steve Psinakis,
tendered a surprise party for
Lopez Inc. chair Presy Lopez
Psinakis (PLP) on October 1,
or four weeks before her 80th
birthday on October 29.
About 300 guests comprising relatives, friends and colleagues from the Lopez Group
came to celebrate PLP’s milestone. PLP’s son Rogy Panganiban and his cousin Gina
Lopez, who chairs ABS-CBN
Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc., connived to have PLP
go to Rockwell Tent in the
guise of having her welcome
guests for a charity art auction.
PLP’s children were present, except for daughter Geni
who recently gave birth and
could not travel. The rest of the
Lopez family showed up with
EL3’s siblings coming in full
force, including those based in
the US.
Lopez Group chairman
emeritus Oscar M. Lopez
(OML), his wife Connie and
their eight children were all
present. Ambassador Manuel
M. Lopez (AMML), Lopez
Holdings chairman, and wife
Maritess flew in from Tokyo
for the occasion.
Guests received a save-thedate announcement about a
month prior and were asked
to keep the planned celebration under wraps. Instead of

gifts, donations to Phil-Asia
Assistance Foundation Inc.
(PAAFI), which PLP chairs,
were accepted on-site. PAAFI
provides financial assistance to
public school students from
elementary to college.
PLP was honored with an
audiovisual presentation that
revealed of her courage and
strength of character, based
on interviews of people who
knew her or worked with her
such as her brothers OML and
AMML, cousins, nephews,
nieces, high school classmates,
fellow employees in the Lopez
Group and family friends including Sen. Sergio Osmeña III,
who said, “I’ve always known
that the people with the greatest courage in the Lopez family are the women, and Presy is
foremost among them.”
PLP is the third child and
only daughter of the late Eugenio H. Lopez Sr., founder
of the Lopez Group of companies, and his wife Pacita
Moreno Lopez. Although she
had moved to Greece to join
her husband and raise a family,
they all moved to the US and
became staunch anti-Marcos
activists after martial law was
declared. Her eldest brother,
the late Eugenio Lopez Jr.
(ELJ), was jailed on fabricated
sedition charges and their father died in 1975 without seeing ELJ free. PLP’s husband
Steve played an important role
in ELJ’s eventual escape from
military prison in 1977.
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1. Seated: Rogy Panganiban and PLP, Standing: Oscar M.
Lopez, Connie Lopez, Cedie Vargas, Rina Lopez Bautista and
Pia Abello; 2. Steve Psinakis; 3. Mark L. Lopez, Miguel Lopez
and Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez; 4. Eugenio Lopez III; 5.
Raffy Lopez, Cary Lopez, Vicente Vargas, Raffy Abello and
Federico R. Lopez; 6. Gina Lopez; 7. Angela Lopez Guingona
and Maritess L. Lopez; 8. Mike Lopez and Beaver Lopez;
9. Ramon Lopez and Ernie Lopez; 10. Berta Feliciano; 11.
Eugenio Lopez IV, Erica Abello and Chris Lopez; 12. PLP
with Lopez Inc. staff: Rochee Beltran, Lilet Deananeas, Atty.
Amina Amado (assistant corporate secretary), Cay Marbella,
Jane Pagkalinawan, Mabelle Ramos, Diane Ybera and Marson
Gaguis
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Lopez Group successfully
holds Palaro; Social
Justice dominates

Lifestyle changes key to
preventing diabetic retinopathy
By Charizze Henson

By Gerbs De Castro

THE Social Justice team lorded
it over the rest of the field in the
Lopez Group Palaro 2015 held
at the First Philippine Industrial Park (FPIP) in Santo Tomas,
Batangas on October 17, 2015.
Wearing pink, the team included players from First Philec,
Lopez Inc., Lopez Holdings
Corporation, Lopez Foundation,
First Philippine Realty Corporation, First Philippine Industrial
Corporation, INAEC,Third Gen,
IBS, STSI and other subsidiaries.
The other teams were Pioneering Entrepreneurial SpiritGreen (FPIP and First Balfour),
Business Excellence-Blue (SKYcable and Adtel), Unity-Gray
(Rockwell Land Corporation
and Asian Eye Institute), Nationalism-Red (First Philippine
Holdings Corporation and First
Gen Corporation), IntegrityYellow (ABS-CBN and Knowledge Channel), and Employee
Welfare and Wellness-Violet
(Energy Development Corporation and Thermaprime).
The theme of this year’s Palaro was “Winning through our
Values.”
Various games were concocted by the Lopez Lifelong
Wellness team for the Palaro,
with consultant Kiko Diaz of
the University of the Philippines
College of Human Kinetics.
These included the 3-on-3
mixed basketball game, modified mixed volleyball, golf ball
and wood plank relay, five-kilometer mixed relay race, patintero, kadang-kadang and the
tiyakad relay race.
Meanwhile, executives from
the different teams took part in a
special game, basagang palayok.
The highlight of the day’s
undertaking was the cheering
competition.
The Green team emerged as
the champion followed by the
Pink and Yellow squads, both
of which were tied for second
place, while Team Violet took
third place.
Meanwhile, Cre Marin from
the Integrity-Yellow team was
named Best Muse.
For the overall team rankings, as far as the games were
concerned, the Social JusticePink team emerged on top of
the heap with 117 points, and
was followed by the Pioneering
Entrepreneurial Spirit-Green
and Unity-Gray squads, which
finished with 110 points each.
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DID you know that diabetes
increases your risk for serious
health problems? The longer
you have diabetes and the less
controlled your blood sugar
is, the higher your chances of
developing disabling or lifethreatening complications.
This includes diabetic retinopathy, a potentially blinding eye condition that affects
people who have had diabetes
for at least 10 years, have poor
control of blood sugar, blood
pressure and cholesterol, are
pregnant, or are smokers.
Usually affecting both eyes, it
occurs when chronic high blood
sugar causes blockage of the
tiny blood vessels that nourish
the retina. As a response, the
eye attempts to grow new blood
vessels that don’t develop properly and can leak fluid, leading
to distortion of vision. If not
detected early or left untreated,
diabetic retinopathy could lead
to permanent vision loss.
“Anyone with diabetes is at
risk for diabetic retinopathy,”
says Asian Eye Institute retina
and vitreous disease specialist

Dr. Amadeo
Veloso Jr. “It
has no symptoms at the
onset, but as
it progresses,
people may see
clear, gray or
black strings
floating across
vision (floaters), experience
blurry or fluctuating vision,
have impaired
colored vision
or worse, loss
of vision.”
There is no cure for diabetic
retinopathy yet. Dr. Veloso explains: “Laser surgeries or vitrectomy are aimed at slowing
down its progression and preventing vision loss. Diabetes is
a lifelong condition, so there is
always a possibility of retinal
damage and vision loss.”
Diabetic patients must make
lifestyle changes to prevent or
delay diabetic retinopathy. They
must control their blood sugar
and blood pressure, eat healthy
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1. Welcome remarks from
Lopez Group chairman emeritus
Oscar M. Lopez; 2. HR Council
chair Cedie Lopez Vargas; 3.-4.
Emcees JC Alelis and Gretchen
Ho; 5. Basagang palayok
6. Balancing act in golf ball and
wood plank relay; 7. Kadangkadang; 8. The champion Social
Justice-Pink team; 9. The team
muses all in a row; 10. Green
pep squad; 11. Red pep squad;
12. Violet pep squad
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Think and drink. Keep away
from the mixed or fruity stuff
and match every drink you
down with a glass of water.
Keep the cardio. Squeeze
exercise into your day, even if
it’s just 10 minutes. Here’s a 10minute routine you can try indoors (one minute each): brisk
walk to warm up, followed by
jumping jacks, jump rope, run
in place, speed skaters, jumping
jacks again, walk fast in place,
jump rope again and round
that out with another round of
jumping jacks. Push yourself
by doing these exercises at
high intensity.
Use the 10th
minute to
cool down.
Try creative ways
to include
m o r e
movement
into
your day, such as
taking the stairs
instead of the
elevator, walking
around your building or neighborhood to look at the
Christmas decora-

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.
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13th LAA...
from page 6

process and did not submit any formal demands. Instead, they gave EDC management
discussion points to guide the dialogue.
The unions accepted performance-based
increases as proposed by management, giving
rank-and-file employees the opportunity to be
recognized for their individual performances.
The unions’ agreement gave EDC a uniform
performance management system across all
levels of the organization.
Party-list representative Raymond Mendoza of the Associated Labor Unions-Trade
Union Congress of the Philippines hailed the
unified CBA negotiations as an “unprecedented feat in Philippine labor relations history.”

Corporate Image Building

and quit smoking. More importantly, they should undergo
comprehensive eye exams at
least once a year to monitor
their eye condition.
Early detection and timely
treatment can protect patients
from vision loss. Asian Eye has
retina and vitreous disease specialists who can help detect and
manage diabetic retinopathy.
For more info, call 898-2020
or email eyehelp@asianeyeinstitute.com.

Stay healthy and fit this Christmas!
BY now most people have
booked a handful of Christmas
get-togethers to attend this
season: at the office, with family, with block mates and with
barkada, not to mention random meet-ups with pals.
While the holiday revels are
largely a “one-time, big-time”
deal, it’s not a license to let
yourself go. Here are four tips
to stay healthy these holidays.
Don’t skip meals. Prepare
your tummy (and mind) by having small meals all day before
the party. You might think it
all evens out in the end
but, as the experts say,
if you arrive hungry,
you’ll go nuts at the
buffet table and not
care about making healthy food
choices.
Choose your
treat. Some of
the
yummiest
treats make their
big
appearance
only during the
yuletide season, so
indulge and make the
most of it. The rest of
that stuff you can eat any
old day, right?

Interactive

tions or having little exercise
contests with the kids (to keep
them busy while Santa’s wrapping presents!).

Sports & Wellness
calendar
NOVEMBER
8: iRun I Give Hope, I Give
Life, 100m/3K/5K/10K
(Ateneo de Manila High
School, QC), 4am. Fee:
400-P600. Contact 09166180817 or irungivehope@
yahoo.com.ph
14: Run Against Dengue,
1K/2K/3K/5K (Quirino
Grandstand, Manila), 4am.
Fee: P300-P600. Contact
Randy at 0928-2618028 or
Matt at 0917-9790803
14: Music Run Manila,
5K (Philippine Arena,
Bulacan), 3pm. Fee: P850P1,400. Purchase tickets at
www.ticketworld.com.ph
21: Zombie Escape
Challenge Run, 3K
(Intramuros, Manila), 6pm.
Contact Philippine Red
Cross-Manila at 527-2161
or manila@redcross.org.ph






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to October puzzle
Solution, tips and
computer program
available at
www.sudoku.com

Eats

ON November 30, 2015, the nation will commemorate the 152nd birth anniversary of the
“Father of the Philippine Revolution,” Andres
Bonifacio.
We zoom in on his favorite dish, which we
hope that your distinct Pinoy palate would like as
well. Since Bonifacio’s life has not been that well
chronicled compared to that of national hero Jose
Rizal, we found out that there are actually two

EDC’s award for corporate image building
did not only add luster to its corporate name,
but also brought the Philippines back on the
investment map. Project finance for its BWP
was EDC’s first such deal in its 40-year history. Financial close was achieved in six months
and made the BWP the first power project to
be so financed under “the untested and uncertain Philippine feed-in-tariff regime.”
EDC obtained competitive rates for the
$315M financing provided by a syndicate of
five foreign and four local banks. Denmark’s
export credit agency, Eksport Kredit Fonden
(EKF), guaranteed a portion of the US dollar tranche, signaling EKF’s return to Asian
markets.
The transaction was recognized as the
Asia-Pacific Renewables Deal of the Year by
Project Finance International, considered the
“Oscars” in the project finance industry, and
EDC was the only awardee from the Philippines. It was also judged as the Asia Wind
Deal of the Year by Infrastructure Journal

candidates vying for the “prestigious”
stamp.
Some quarters state that tinapang
isda or smoked fish was the Supremo’s
pick.
Tinapa is the Filipino term for fish
cooked or preserved through smoking. It is served at breakfast, lunch and
definitely around dinnertime with
tomatoes and
onions on the
side and garl i c - f l a vo re d
vinegar
for
dipping sauce.
On
the
other hand,
others claim
that nilitsong manok sa
saha was Bonifacio’s favorite dish. It is somewhat
similar to lechon manok,
wherein the chicken is
wrapped in banana and
sampaloc leaves and grilled.
Nilitsong manok sa saha
comes with a special sauce
made of chicken liver or
sarsa ng lechon.

Global; Asia-Pacific Deal of the Year by Trade
Finance; “Top Ten” Global Deals of the Year“Best Export Credit Agency-backed Green
Deal” by Trade & Export Finance; and GTR
Best Deal of 2014 by Global Trade Review. It
further received an ACQ Award from Acquisition International.

Public Responsibility

ABS-CBN Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc. (ALKFI) received an award for public
responsibility for its Ugong Rock project that
saw a community move from poverty to prosperity while exemplifying values important for
national growth. Ugong Rock is a sustainable
ecotourism site in Puerto Princesa, Palawan,
manned by locals who used ALKFI’s seed
fund of P1M to generate up to P30M a year
in revenues. Sustainable ecotourism requires
environmental protection, as well as ensuring
the safety and well-being of visitors.
Ugong Rock community members earn
P9,000 to P18,000 a month—higher than
usual provincial wages of P220 to P275 a
day. Some 275 families directly benefit from
Ugong Rock operations, taking care of zip
lines, spas, a restaurant, a photography shop,
a cooperative store and high-value crops
farming. The project is the model for similar
sites in Mindoro, Romblon, Bicol, Samar,
Leyte and Sarangani.
First Gas Power Corporation, together
with FGP Corporation, ensured the almost
immediate return to service of the Santa Rita
and San Lorenzo natural gas-fired power
plants after typhoon Glenda disrupted operations on July 16, 2014. Aside from flooding
the site, the typhoon damaged Santa Rita’s
liquid fuel facility, which allows it to continue
operating even when there is gas supply curtailment. Typhoon Glenda also rendered the
site’s jetty, which is used to receive liquid fuel
deliveries, inoperable.

To further add to the Bonifacio experience
during the three-day weekend (yes, Bonifacio
Day this year falls on a Monday), why not travel
to Maragondon in Cavite and visit the Bonifacio
Trial House? There’s also the Bonifacio Shrine in
Mt. Nagpatong, said to be the execution site of
the Supremo and his brother Procopio in 1897.
Don’t forget to treat your tummy to one of the
best fried chicken ever at Lolo Claro’s Restaurant
on Governor’s Drive.
Happy eating—and exploring!
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With a combined output of 1,500 MW,
the damage to Santa Rita and San Lorenzo
endangered electricity supply to the Luzon
grid, threatening customers with power outage
and high electricity prices, especially during
demand. Despite being legally and financially
protected against force majeure events like
typhoons under its contracts, First Gas and
FGP worked round the clock to restore normal operations. Within two days, 250MW
was restored to the grid, equivalent to serving
the needs of 175,000 households. The rest of
capacity was restored within three to five days.
Liquid fuel operation capability was restored
by August 4, 2014 and the jetty was completely
repaired by mid-January 2015. These actions
were attributed to the team’s passion to serve
public interest by protecting consumers from
power outages and high electricity prices.
ABS-CBN received two awards for public responsibility: one for Failon Ngayon’s
Padyak: the Pedicab Project; and another for
E-TV Patrol: Patrol ng Edukasyon.
The Pedicab Project of Current Affairs
program “Failon Ngayon” made skills training
and values education a requirement for receiving 200 pedicabs. In partnership with the local
government units of Palo, Tanauan, Dagami,
Sta. Fe and Tabon-Tabon in Leyte, the team
screened beneficiaries and then tapped the
Technical Education and Skills Development
Authority to create a module for the comprehensive training of pedicab drivers. Representatives from the Department of Tourism and Tzu
Chi Foundation, which sponsored the manufacture of the pedicabs, spoke at the three-day
seminar-workshop that covered traffic rules,
first aid, maintenance and troubleshooting of
pedicab units, moral values, personality development and Filipino hospitality.
The neatness and quality of service of the
pedicab drivers so impressed other nongovernment organizations that they were encouraged to emulate the project, among them the
Catholic Relief Services, Child Fund and
Kabuhayang Pangkabataan. The 200 pedicab
drivers received pedicabs as a means to support their families, but also received values
education to become good examples to their
fellow drivers and to be able to better guide
their kapamilya on and off the road.
Meanwhile, E-TV Patrol: Patrol ng Edukasyon provided educational TV packages to
remote schools, invariably increasing enrolment,
improving National Achievement Test scores
and reducing dropout rates. The team also provided solar panels and lights in Bakyaan (Oriental Mindoro) where there is no electricity. In
places like Lantayung (Oriental Mindoro), the
team, with the assistance of the 203rd Infantry
Brigade of the Philippine Army, built three
classrooms, 20 houses, 69 outdoor restrooms
and a big water tank to supply water to 11 faucets for an impoverished Mangyan community.
In selecting schools, the E-TV team
chooses the remotest ones where the impact of
the E-TV material and community aid would
be greatly felt. The team surmounts physical
and logistical challenges to serve the schools
and the communities, crossing rivers and
trekking mountains, entering areas of conflict
and investing their time as well as their hearts
educating schoolchildren and improving the
living conditions of their families.
The winning teams carried the torch for
the 13th cycle nominees and made the LAA
a worthy celebration of business excellence in
all six categories. (Carla Paras-Sison)
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What’s new

By Zeny Orfano-Gonzales

from ABS-CBN Publishing this November

Sam, Star Magic Ball in
‘StarStudio’

The StarStudio back-to-back special opens with a feature on Sam
Milby, who gave the StarStudio crew an all-access pass to his new
pad. Meanwhile, the special feature on the 9th Star Magic Ball has
showbiz’s top love teams plus exclusive photos, including behindthe-scenes looks at the stars’ style preparations! Also featured are
the celebrity hoverboard craze, the return of the Coco MartinMaja Salvador tandem in “Ang Probinsyano,” and more!

‘Metro’: Spotlight on Charo
Santos-Concio, icon of style
and substance

Metro brings you the most influential woman in media, Charo
Santos-Concio, as she celebrates the milestones of her career
together with superstars of this generation: Anne Curtis, Bea
Alonzo, Charlene Gonzalez, Dawn Zulueta and Judy Ann Santos. Get to know women who are breaking barriers and thriving
in their fields—Antoinette Jadaone, Nicole Asensio, Kiana Valenciano, Marie Lozano, Sec. Lucille Sering, Georcelle, Sabina
Gonzalez and Shaira Luna. Also, get a sneak peak at the new
Balmain x H&M collection through a sexy fashion editorial, plus

Rockwell Power Plant Finds

‘Chalk’ gathers young achievers

a behind-the-scenes beauty access to the Metrowear Luxe fashion
show.

Holiday shopping is a breeze
with ‘Working Mom’

Working Mom makes holiday shopping season hassle-free with
gift ideas for everyone on your list—the fashionista, the beauty
junkie, the health aficionado, the kids and the man in your life.
Turn to the Home section for tips on decorating, setting up a
DIY bar and holiday dishes by celebrity chefs. On the cover is
“Etiquette for Mistresses” star Claudine Barretto and her kids Sabina and Santino.

By Angelica Rodriguez

A quick guide to

CHRISTMAS may be the most wonderful time of the year, but it’s also the busiest!
In between preparing for Noche Buena
with the family and doing all your rounds
of Christmas shopping, it’s hard to find
time to shop for the perfect look. We’ve
got you covered with this quick guide to
make holiday dressing a whole lot easier!

Zara

A sure-fire way to look good is to showcase your signature style in a dress worthy
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This issue of Chalk is all about young achievers on the local campus scene! Headlining the list are Ateneo de Manila University’s
Kiefer Ravena and Alyssa Valdez. Add to that our student innovators, who share their organizations’ advocacies. Finally, Chalk
tackles the topic of feminism in 2015 and even gets Hollywood
hottie John DeLuca to share his tips on fulfilling one’s dreams.
Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines at leading bookstores and magazine stands nationwide. To download, users on Android devices must download the Zinio app from the Android Market. The app is also available through the iPad App Store. PC and
Mac users can access Zinio at zinio.com. You may also subscribe to
your favorite ABS-CBN Publishing magazines or purchase current
and back issues by logging on to http://store.abs-cbn.com/categories/
Magazines/Current-Issues/.

		 dressing

of the holidays. A great place to find the
perfect dress is Zara. Whether it’s a classic
LBD or a sassy sparkly halter, you’re going
to find something that fits your personality
perfectly.

Mango

There’s no better time to break
out the sequins and sparkles! Step
into a fun metallic jumpsuit from
Mango and get ready to have all eyes
on you. If head-to-toe shine isn’t
your style, there are also plenty of
other equally show-stopping options
perfect for your Christmas party!

Aranaz

Add a luxe touch to your look
with a clutch from Aranaz. Fashion
meets function in their unique collection of clutches and minaudières.
The Aurora clutch made of abaca with
semipre-

cious stone accents makes for the ideal
accessory!

Aldo

No outfit is complete without
the perfect pair of shoes. Dress up
your look with a pair of pumps or
dress it down with flats. Whatever
your style may be, you’re sure to
find a holiday-worthy pair at Aldo.

Essences

It’s time to experiment on the newest makeup looks for the
season at Essences! Bold lips, shimmery eyelids, luminous skin, you
name it. Now is the time to skip your everyday nudes and neutrals
and go for something a little more festive!

